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NAVY/LIME
051

BLACK/RED
050

RED/BLACK
053

GRAY/ORANGE
061

SAND/NAVY
113

BLACK/WHITE
206 NEW!

CHARCOAL/BLACK
207 NEW!







Fashion colors
with black trim
Lime (045)
White w/BLACK TRIM (W/B)
Yellow (107)
Pink (064)
White w/NAVY TRIM (W/N)

Lavender (023)
Navy (051)
Sand (113)
Hunter (057)
Black (050)





58014

7

58014



MENS

WOMENS





Keep a disposable plastic bag in your 
golf bag to help you with your pants.

When it’s time to use your rain pants,
place plastic bag over wet shoe. 

Slide foot through pant leg so inside does not get
wet or muddy and shoe does not get caught on liner.

Repeat on second leg. You get a fast slide on,
without mud or water inside leg. 

Tip of
the Day





ASI# 95770

The Weather Apparel Company
Providing Superb Products at A�ordable Prices

Look no further for distinctive performance outerwear, umbrellas and rain accessories! The 
Weather Apparel Company produces contemporary outerwear and umbrellas, perfect for any 
outdoor activity or sporting event. TWAC product lines are available in standard and fashion 
forward colors for men and women. Embroidery or imprinting can be added to most orders. 

Extensive research and development enables The Weather Apparel Company to manufacture 
resilient and fashionable product. Quality assurance tests are performed at factory level. All 
umbrellas are backed by an UNCONDITIONAL LIFETIME WARRANTY. Warehousing capabilities 
permit �exible inventory control.  All merchandise can be built to customer speci�cations 
through our customization program. 

All of this is achieved while realizing maximum pro�ts for our customers.
Our competitive pricing is sure to guarantee increased sales and pro�t margins!

OUTERWEAR AND UMBRELLAS
DELIVERED TO YOU!

All rainwear
is made of

water resistant;
rip stop nylon,

polyester microfiber
or our new polyflex.

All styles are
waterproof

with taped seams.
New polyflex jackets
are water resistant.

Our new Polyflex
fabric is wind and
water resistant.


